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04/05/2015 

New Radio Station Launches Amidst Much Public Speculation 

28-Year Licence (CHRY 105.5 FM) Makes Way For A Fresh Approach To Broadcast 

(Toronto, Canada) On Friday, May 01/2015, CHRY Community Radio Inc. made an unprecedented 

move launching a new broadcast initiative on the FM dial; delivering a fresh format to which they 

refer to as “urban alternative”. The broadcast format will be delivered under the management 

structure of VIBE105 and introduce audiences to a diverse sampling of metropolitan influenced 

programs reflective of the diversity found across the GTA.  With a shared mix of Caribbean 

(Reggae, Soca, Zouk), Hip Hop, Electronic and Languages - VIBE105 will honour the commitment 

of its umbrella corporation to foster diverse local voices and champion a professional media 

platform for the city’s leading content ambassadors.  

“We are excited to rollout the full VIBE105 experience over the next 4-6 weeks as we have plans to 

recruit and present some of the top content and cultural leaders in their respective genres.” states 

Randy Reid newly assigned Manager, Programs and Broadcast Operations (for VIBE105) “our 

model is to simply deliver an eclectic mix of the city’s music and local perspectives in a sleek and 

broadly consumable format. We will be a new exciting and engaged option for Toronto’s listening 

audience”. VIBE105 will apply professionally guided practices and industry standard resources in 

content delivery featuring cutting edge-broadcast suites and new technology. 

The arrival of VIBE105 into the market has come amidst much shock and speculation from the 

communities who considered 105.5FM (also well-known as CHRY) a go to for civic-led media. With 

VIBE105 assuming all operational and program delivery across the long-standing frequency, a by-

product of the required shift was to not extend annual contract relationships with the over 

+200 volunteers who had contributed to the broadcast to that point. This decision works to 

establish a fresh routine for intake and process orientation, further underlining the shared 

expectation of all identified contributors around the desired approach and shared vision for 

broadcast.   

VIBE105 will be reaching out to the broader market with recruitment packages this week and has 

already started open orientations in conjunction with its formed relationships with the York 

University campus (through its guiding corporation). 

Experience VIBE105 on the web at: www.vibe1055.com  
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OFFICIAL STATEMENT OF VIBE105: 

 

We understand that the recent management shifts at 105.5 have proved to be a challenging 

adjustment for the hundreds of broadcast ambassadors, non-broadcast volunteers and most 

importantly the shear thousands of loyal listeners who have built a rapport with many of the 

identified ambassadors of the former broadcast. 
 

We empathize that the former experience (CHRY 105.5FM) featured some of the top genre 

ambassadors in the market. We are encouraged that as we roll out a transparent and widely 

accessible recruitment process that many of those same talents will apply for posted on-air 

ambassador roles and fill out our talented Team Vibe roster. 
 

We’d also like to announce that we have already begun design and delivery of an enriched 

vocational/educational media experience curriculum entitled VIBE360. VIBE360 will offer ‘real’ 

media experience in a highly engaged and fast-paced 24/7 broadcast environment on the FM 

dial. We are working in conjunction with faculties and community groups across the GTA and 

focused on extended opportunities for the students/faculty(ies) of the York University community.  
 

We would like to formally invite members of the community to engage with both the listening 

and online experience of VIBE105 as we incorporate new technology and training systems behind 

the scene to bolster a 24/7 broadcast experience that features the best mix of music and talk 

programming on the dial.  
 

On behalf of the staff, board and volunteers associated with the launch of VIBE105 I look forward 

to continuing a positive conversation around media and providing a shared vision for the 

inclusion of voice and community on the FM dial. 
 

With due respect, 
 

Randy Reid, Manager 

Programs and Broadcast Operation 

VIBE105 FM 

Based in Toronto, Ontario VIBE105 is the market’s first ‘urban alternative station on the FM dial. Our signal 

broadcasts to a base residential audience of over 1.6 million and offers an exciting mix of metropolitan 

influenced sounds and eclectic voices. Our diverse content offers the best selection of Electronic, Remix, Reggae, 

Soca, Hip Hop and0 R&B (just to name a few). VIBE105 also provides an intelligent range of talk/language 

programming connecting our audience with timely, critical insight on current affairs across a local, regional and 

pan-national view. 

Listen in and stay connected for some of the best radio out of the GTA. You can tune into VIBE105 across the GTA 

at 105.5FM and across Southern Ontario on several digital cable providers and worldwide at: www.vibe1055.com 

including all Google Play and Apple APP stores by searching out ‘vibe1055’ and/or (Mobile APP) www.tunein.com  


